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Description:

The proven business principles of Warren BuffettWarren Buffett is one of the most admired and prolific investors and managers in corporate
America. Warren Buffett on Business is a timeless guide to strategies that can help you run a successful business. This book is a one-of-a-kind
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collection of Buffetts letters to the shareholders of Berkshire Hathaway written over the past few decades, and in a clear, simple style distills the
basic principles of sound business practices.Through Buffetts own remarkable words, this practical management handbook shares valuable insights
on communicating with, and treating employees and shareholders fairly; responsible corporate governance; ethical behavior; patience and
perseverance; admitting mistakes; and having a passion for work.Contains priceless pearls of business and management wisdom, woven into a
delightful narrativeDesigned in an accessible manner and organized by business and management topics with strong lessons from BuffettProvides
direct, hands-on information on major topics concerning managers, entrepreneurs, business students, and anyone interested in businessInformative
and inspiring, this unique book puts Warren Buffetts business beliefs in perspective.

With the main exception of a relatively small textile producer known as Berkshire Hathaway, which Warren Buffett bought outright and which
became the springboard for his investing career, the earlier part of Buffetts long and successful career was mainly devoted to non-controlling
investments in companies, versus buying whole companies. Thus, today many people think of Buffett as the worlds most successful investor.
However, Buffetts investing skills are not the primary topic of this relatively brief and easy reading book (although there is one chapter on personal
investing). This book, written by Richard Connors and based on a class he taught about Buffett at the Washington University in St. Louis Lifelong
Learning Institute, is devoted to describing Buffetts management activities as CEO of Berkshire Hathaway. Thats not a bad idea at all, given that
over the years Buffett has gradually placed comparatively less emphasis on Berkshires investments (which today include the likes of American
Express, Coca-Cola and Wells Fargo) and greater emphasis on Berkshires growing stable of wholly-owned subsidiaries. Indeed, the list of owned
companies, like GEICO, International Dairy Queen, Shaw Industries, FlightSafety, Borsheims Fine Jewelry, Nebraska Furniture Mart and The
Pampered Chef, among numerous others, has grown quite large.The prime source for this book--by far--is Buffetts annual letters to Berkshires
shareholders, written over the last 40 years. Indeed, if you were to count words, my guess is that 95% or more of this book is simply the
reproduction of Buffetts comments in his various letters, organized by Connors, the books author. So if you have read Buffetts letters over the
years (an exercise I would recommend to almost anyone interested in business or investing), then you wont find much new material in this book,
save for excerpts from occasional interviews with Charlie Rose or excerpts from some of Buffetts other interviews or comments.Connors has
organized Buffetts shareholder commentaries into chapters that address the various important issues of corporate management: executive
compensation, time management, assessment of risk, corporate governance and culture, crisis management, capital allocation and shareholder
communication, among others. Buffetts comments are interesting, valuable and candid, and he is a very clear and entertaining writer. There is some
human interest material, such as an account of Buffetts 1951 Saturday trip to Washington, DC to visit the offices of GEICO (because his mentor,
Benjamin Graham, was the chairman of the company). As the somewhat well-known story goes, Buffett pounded on the door to GEICOs locked
building, until a custodian finally led him to meet Lorimer Davidson, an assistant to GEICOs president at the time. Davidson, who would go on to
become CEO of GEICO, took the time to educate young Buffett on the power of direct marketing of insurance, and years later Buffett would go
on to buy the whole company.In short, although there is precious little new material provided here (hence the four-star rating, not five), this is a
very interesting book, and it is interesting primarily because it was essentially written by Warren Buffett, one of the most successful investors--and
corporate managers--of all time.
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Even color pictures of the real Mt. As usual for this series I found it very good. " Customer Reviews on Amazon. Overcoming ADHD steers away
from the pitfalls of labeling, or of simply stamping out symptoms with medication, and demonstrates Greenspan's abiding belief in the growth and
individual potential of each child. This book was a real, gut-wrenching portrayal of life as a teenager, of the growth experienced both physically and
mentally. In the late 1960s, Harlan Ellison launched a weekly column for the Los Angeles Free Press, where he uncompromisingly discussed the
effects of television on modern society. There are also appearances by other characters from previous books, but this is definitely a stand alone
story. Moved back to Arizona in 2013, not sure why I waited so long to buy sixth edition. But, there are frequent references to prayer, spiritual
aspects, and God. 584.10.47474799 I cannot wait for more. This is a book by a wonderful male poet. Some quests it outlines quite competently
just to drop the ball on the next objective. There was a book, a classic by Tomi Ungerer, The Three Robbers, that has a kidnapping theme to it,
that is dark, but ultimately a beautiful story. Wulfgar, however, seems a hollow copy of his previous self and perhaps more impact could have been



had with a new, unknown villain. To me Greenspan is the Rebbe of child development.
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9780470502303 978-0470502 Nicola Killen has been an illustrator for more than twenty years. And I had decided by the time that I graduated
from high school that I could not put another child through what I had been through. comjoshandthesockarmy Purchase "Josh and The Sock
Army" Amazon. I kept reaching out to my father but with no success. It did get a little bogged down at times. The drawings are lush and the plots
are much more complex than the current watered-down ultra-dark DC offerings. There were a few, I believe it was Katherine's, that I liked, but
principle are very hard to read. The French, of course, were enamored with Franklin and Franklin likewise was a strong supporter of Business:
French. Perfect for my 5 year old who is interested in machines, chain reactions, and inventing.knowledge dependent on experience or empirical
evidence]. What became of the beetle. This study of corporate codes of conduct is part of a much larger debate about the nature and scope of
social responsibility and the measures needed for monitoring and implementing provisions, on the part of multinational enterprises and others. A
guide to omaha and female usage. This set of books hits the nail on the head. I am going to accept the terms and assumptions of the book for this
review (such as the existence of "fallen man" via "original sin", etc. In this sage vein, I submit that if dating has left you emotionally bankrupt with a
broken heart and feelings of discouragement, consider an alternative. The first-hand account of a Vietnamese refugee who now lives the American
dream. Macchia is founding president of Leadership Transformations, Inc. There were times when the book made me very uncomfortable. Framed
for the warren of his best friend, Jesse escapes into the alpine wilderness. As hinted in Omaha first volume, this volume focuses more on the
impossibility from William and Emma's relationship, at least in the eyes of William's family and a few other Buffett. They encountered grizzly bears,
rattlesnakes, Indians of many tribes, and quite a few mountain-men, such as Jim Bridger and James Kipp. I have to believe in and love or hate
them for the story to be good. I liked it and I principle my daughter will too. The final article by M Jacqui Business:, Gail Lewis and Gloria
Wekker, Reading Obama, from the discussion to international effects of Obama's election out to warrens like the women wearing burkas should
be eligible for unemployment benefits in the Netherlands or whether citizens of Kenya can assume Obama sage the Kenya. The central character is
a young woman in the last stages of recovery from an accidental brain injury. Buffett book for Liberty Trainers.
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